
Seattle Film Summit Unveils New Direction and Philosophy 
 
For me, growing up in the Seattle area, the city was a beacon of opportunity and creativity. It 
was edgy, progressive, and everyone had a voice. Equality and access seemed abundant.  
 
While perhaps a bit naïve, it was nonetheless the impression planted in me during my youth. 
 
The purpose of the summit from the beginning, I believe, was based up that youthful 
impression. To bring together creatives from all parts of the process (graphic designers, writers, 
directors, actors, animators, producers) for collaboration, but also to identify new partnerships 
and create new communities.  
 
I won’t deny the naivety of my youth has bled over into adulthood, but so what? We who are in 
the trenches ALL feel it. The pieces are here. We simply need to work together. The opportunity 
to redefine our industry is upon us. And we can wrap it in the progressiveness and personality of 
our region. 
 
As the summit has steadily grown, we’ve heard our summit attendees cry for more opportunity.  
Washington content creators want access to major markets without having to leave their own. 
And one consistent phrase rises above them all. We want a LOCAL film market. 
 
What exactly is a film market? And how does that differ from a film festival? 
 
Film festivals are events focused on promoting films and film makers to fans and movie 
professionals. Film markets are events where business is conducted (finding reps and 
distributors, selling films, building teams, etc.). 
 
The summit will continue to have a buffet of opportunities for everyone. From education and 
distributor panels, to casting and screenplay pitch sessions, SFS19 brings together the 
Northwest’s best creatives and provides them with education and networking. 
 
In the coming weeks we will be announcing guests, distributors, and producer reps who will be 
attending the 2019 Seattle Film Summit. 
 
As we continue to evolve in this new direction we want your input. The Seattle Film Summit 
needs your voice as we continue to define our direction. 
 
With Appreciation, 
 
Ben Andrews 
Founder, Seattle Film Summit  


